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Hi. I think most of you know me, Elaine Siegel, Snow White

Programs Chf OSA US.

There have b~en some recent changes in the Snow White Unj.t at OSA
US, and I wanted to get out of Non-Existence in a new unit of time,
and brief you.on my functions (which have changed a bit), and some

changes in the unit itself.

There is currently a G~rrison Mission in Snow White OSA US, with
Mr. Diethelm Alisch as the Snow White unit IC OSA US, and Mr.
Humberto Herrera 'as the Snow White Unit. O/OOSA US. The mission was
fired to beef up and expand the functions of the Snow White unit OSA
US, so that the Snow White strategy can be fully implemented and done.

The Snow White Program is a Program written by LRH in 1973, whi9h
has as i ts Ideal SCene -A1l false and secret files of the nations of

operating areas brought to view and legally expunged and OTC, -APO1~o-
and IJm free to. frequent all Western ports and nations without threat

and all required ports open and free --

So the overall purpose currently for the Snow White unit is to
get the false reports o:n the Church and LRH in government files
brought to view by using the Freedom of Information Act (a federal US
law which allows citizens access to government files), and get them
expunged from the £iles, to create a safe enyironment for sciento:logy
to expand into.

Part of this overall campaign is handling Interpol, the
International Criminal Police Organization, which is a conveyor belt
of false reports on the Church and LRH around the world. Interpol is
a private international organization, under the jurisdiction of no
government body, which maintains dossiers on millions of citizens
around the world. It is based in Lyon, France currently.

There are some differences in the overall Snow White OLg Board.
The entire U: it is in Division 7, Executive Bureau, under the CO OSA
US. There are currently 4 Branches in the Unit: the FoIA Branch, the
CIC Branch, the Snow White Planning Branch, and the Snow White
Execution Branch.
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Grace Marie Haddy is over the Snow White Planning Branch which
does analyses, locates false"reports, and gets the false report

correction packs compiled, which clearly show that the government
documents have false reports in them.

As the Snow White Programs Chief, I run the Execution Branch, and
oversee all the Snow White litigation (legal cases against government
agencies), and I run the Snow White Social Reforrn/PR actions (Interpol
offensives, FOIA Legislative Reform actions, NCLE* groups, etc) .I
also ge"t the False Reports corrected in the government files, using
Church staff or attorneys to ac?omplish this.

Grace Marie is currently overseeing the ForA requests area right
now, until the unit is more fully manned up, so any ForA matters can
now go directly to her.

Some recent offensive products from my area are

1. This past week, we got a us Congressman to initiate an
investigation into Interpol in the US, by requesting that the General
Accounting Office (GAO- a watchdog and investigative body for
Congress) conduct an inquiry into Interpol. We listed out a series of
19 questions that the GAO will now look into during their
investigation.

2. We have established 6 National Commission on Law Enforcement
and Social Justice* (NCLE) groups in the us to push in the Social
Reform actions and get Interpol handled.

3. We have established 2 FOIA Reform groups in the US, along
with an outside PR consultant who runs a separate FOIA Reform group.,
to get ForA reform legislation initiated and passed in Congress.

4. with the Dissem Bureau's help we just updated our FOrA
Handbook, which is an upstat, glossy booklet educating the public on
how to do ForA requests, and informing them on the need for ForA
reform by seeking legislative action.

5. A series of Interpol Research Missions were done, which have
dug up some good crimes on Interpol, including their involvement in
drug trafficking in the world.

-My needed and wanted from you is that I keep informed on all
matters dealing with government attacks, Interpol, FOIA legislation,
FOIA Reform actions, including news articles, legislation, reports,-
etc. This is key to ensure you cc me on yo~r reports on this, as I
can get handlings implemented at this level and at the DSA level.

Please let me know what is needed and wanted by you,
the Snow White ~gms Chi OSA US.

from me as

ML,
Elaine Siegel .-
Snow White Pgms Chf OSA US


